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WORLDWIDE ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE CLEANING TECHNOLOGIES

YOUR
cleaning problem is
OUR
cleaning problem.
We don’t quit until we’ve delivered the
perfect cleaning solution for your specific
needs and situation. For more than 20
years, our clients have benefited from
the care that goes into all our cleaning
solutions. When science and care
converge, that makes all the difference.

Cleaning is more than just getting the science right.
WE CARE. And that starts with getting the science
right. But, it goes way beyond that. At KYZEN it

have for your manufacturing process and your success.
The word KYZEN itself is derived from the

means putting you, the customer first, no matter what.

Japanese word for continuously improving. That

It means taking the time to really get to know you and

persistent and determined drive to advance and better

understand your specific needs well enough to provide

our cleaning technologies and service is manifested in

the most effective, environmentally-friendly cleaning

the unique solutions developed to suit you.

technologies and solutions for your specific situation.
KYZEN has been pioneering the world’s award-

You can rest assured that when a KYZEN scientist
tackles a customer’s problem, taking the time and

winning environmentally responsible cleaning

care to look at it in new ways from every angle, the

technologies since 1990 by fusing our commitment to

right solution results. We guarantee it.

groundbreaking science and research with the care we

“It’s not enough to know that a customer needs a solution. We want to
understand why they need it and how it can help them succeed in their business.”

We understand your performance is directly related to ours.
What sets KYZEN apart among cleaning

manufacturing needs is attained when science and

technology companies? Beyond the fact that we

care converge.

are continuously honored for our innovation and

Care also means responding quickly, showing up

service, it’s the way we approach your problems as

anytime, anywhere in the world there is a problem

though they were our own. Others may know that a

and tackling it head on until it is successfully

customer needs a low surface tension solution. We

resolved. It’s what compels us to want you to

know why you need it, how it needs to work within

achieve the highest levels of performance. And it’s

your distinct parameters, limitations and challenges,

what motivates our world-renowned scientists and

where the process problems are occurring, how the

engineers to pursue and achieve the revolutionary

solution needs to be modified and your comfort level

research and innovation you need today and 20

with installing it. This kind of in-depth knowledge

years from now.

of your processes, company, technical and

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY Our teams of scientific and engineering experts
go beyond being compliant with current environmental regulations. We anticipate and
stay ahead of regulatory mandates, exceeding even the most stringent standards.

SCIENCE doesn’t know
your job depends on solving
a cleaning problem. But,
CARE DOES.
At KYZEN we empower our people to
go the extra mile in understanding and
meeting a customer’s specific cleaning
challenges and needs. Their dedication
goes well beyond just doing their job.
It can be found in their actions and
attention to detail each day.

GLOBAL RECOGNITION
KYZEN as a company, our world-renowned
scientists and our products have all been
honored with more than 40 prestigious
industry awards over the years (several for
multiple consecutive years) in categories
ranging from new product innovation to
customer service and environmental:
CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY
SERVICE EXCELLENCE AWARD
CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY NPI AWARD
GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY AWARD
SMT VISION AWARD
BEST COST OF OWNERSHIP AWARD
BEST NEW PRODUCT
ADVANCED PACKAGING

GLOBAL REACH With manufacturing, applications, research and engineering
centers based across the globe, KYZEN’s expert engineers, scientists and
technicians are readily accessible around the clock to customers all over the world.

Advanced Packaging
At KYZEN, we proactively combine science and care

solutions that improve performance at a lower cost,

to create the most innovative and effective advanced

are safe and have less environmental impact. Our

packaging chemistry. As electronic products increasingly

award-winning precision cleaning chemistries are

move toward more mobile and hand-held devices that

created to achieve the highest yields and reliability

are lighter, thinner and higher powered, the demand

over the expected life of a device.

for advanced packaging has grown exponentially. While

As an industry leader, KYZEN is not only on top

the newest generation of Chip Scale Packages, Flip

of, but helping to advance the changes taking place

Chip Packages, Wafer Level CSPs and 3-Dimensional

in the marketplace. But more importantly, staying

IC Packages has been gradually replacing conventional

consistently engaged with our customers enables us to

packaging, KYZEN has spearheaded the development

anticipate your needs and change to meet any critical

of fine pitch packaging technology that provides better

elements that also evolve in your process. We are

control, increased reliability and better functionality of

committed to providing you with the right solutions for

the circuit board assembly.

each of your cleaning challenges, no matter the size,

KYZEN provides advanced packaging cleaning

requirement or situation.

“We have the resources, talent and technologies to support our customers
wherever they are – on the line, in the field and in the engineering side of things.”
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As demand for Wafer Level Packaging
continues to grow exponentially for RF
front-end module makers, advances
in technology have made it possible
to shrink the sizes and simplify
the packaging process to achieve
significant savings in cost. From flip
chip capability to 3D cavity formations
at the wafer level, these processes are
evolving quickly in today’s market. The
progressive development of dry film
photo resists has created an effective
alternative to thick film, but at the same
time also generated the need for high
performance cleaning that meets the
highest standards and most stringent
requirements. KYZEN has and will
continue to develop highly specialized
cleaning chemistries and processes
specifically designed to meet the
challenges of dry film.

SCIENCE

knows why it works.

CARE

knows why it’s
important that it does.

ADVANCED PACKAGING CLEANING
AQUEOUS CLEANING SOLUTIONS
MICRONOX MX2707

AQUANOX A4625

Water Soluble Cleaning Chemistry
MICRONOX® MX2707 is designed for the demanding cleaning challenge
presented by leadless devices such as BGAs, Flip Chips, QFNs, LGAs
and passives. MX2707 has been optimized to remove water soluble flux
residues at low operating concentrations while having no effect on Cu,
Al, Sn, Pb, Ni, Ag and Au finishes. MX2707 does not attack or corrode
exposed metal and intermetallic alloys.

Aqueous In-Line Cleaning Solution
AQUANOX® A4625 is a versatile aqueous cleaning chemistry
designed to clean the latest lead-free residues while providing
brilliant mirrored solder finishes. Easy to use, AQUANOX
A4625 is environmentally friendly, has a long tank life and is
safe for multi-pass applications.

AQUANOX A4615US

AQUANOX A4639

Low VOC Ultrasonic Immersion Cleaner
AQUANOX® A4615US is a low VOC aqueous cleaning solution
designed exclusively for use in ultrasonic immersion cleaning systems.
AQUANOX A4615US will provide brilliant solder joints with no
sump side additives and cleans exceptionally well on the latest flux
formulations at low concentrations.

EAC/Advanced Packaging Cleaning Chemistry
AQUANOX® A4639 is an engineered aqueous cleaning fluid that
is effective on a wide range of soils at low operating temperatures
and concentrations. AQUANOX A4639 provides exceptional
cleaning results and protection of metallic surfaces with minimal
monitoring and no sump-side additives.

SEMI-AQUEOUS CLEANING SOLUTIONS
MICRONOX MX2302

MICRONOX MX2305

Semiconductor & Advanced Assembly Cleaning Solutions
MICRONOX® MX2302 is an engineered semi aqueous solvent
cleaning solution designed to clean all low and high solid paste fluxes
common in Die Attach, Flip Chip, Copper Pillar Bumps and emerging
semiconductor assembly.

Semi-Aqueous High Lead Cleaner
MICRONOX® MX2305 is a semi-aqueous solvent blend designed
to remove difficult high lead flux and solder paste residues.
The neutral pH provides low impact to the environment while
maintaining superior cleaning results.

IONOX I3302

IONOX FCR

Broad Spectrum Electronics Cleaner
IONOX® I3302 is a semi-aqueous solvent blend designed to remove
difficult flux and paste residues including lead-free, rosin, no-clean,
tacky flux, as well as other common electronic assembly residues.

High Strength Semi-Aqueous Electronics Cleaner
IONOX® FCR is a high strength concentrated cleaner
containing a blend of organic solvents and inhibitors. It is
multi-metal safe and can be used in immersion agitation,
ultrasonic or centrifugal systems. As a legacy cleaning solution
IONOX FCR is effective for the removal of virtually all types of
fluxes including rosin, low residue/no-clean and organic acid
flux. A water rinse is required to remove all traces of soils and
cleaner residues from substrate surfaces.

Because we want you to achieve the highest levels of
performance, we connect care with leading science to
continuously improve, problem solve and create the most
effective cleaning solutions to suit your specific needs.
WORLD HEADQUARTERS (USA)
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